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ABSTRACT

The physical characteristics of oil are subject to a complex transformation in the marine
environment as a result of different biogeochemical processes that begin developing from the
initial interaction between oil and sea water. The qualities of oil change at the initial direct
interaction is due to a mixture of physical, chemical and biological alterations and degradations.
This thesis explores the changes in the main physical characteristics of the spilled oil that occur
after the oil spill.
To study these interdependent changes a coupled ordinary differential equations (ODE)
system was developed and solved numerically using MATLAB. The primary purpose of the
thesis was to develop a mathematical model that describe the behavior and final outcome of
pollutants such as oil and oil products in marine environments. The model includes the following
oil spill process: evaporation, spreading, emulsification, loss of volume, and viscosity.
The results were compared with other mathematical models published in the literature. It
confirmed the area increase and viscosity increase of oil slick in other models of the field. In
addition, the model developed corrected volume decrease in connection to the area increase over
time as a result of adding a Biodegradation term to the right hand side of the volume rate
equation.
The model will be useful for comparing theoretical results with real spills data in the Gulf
of Mexico, Arabian Gulf, and N’kossa in the Republic of Congo. Also, it will be helpful using
results of such a comparison to adjust parameters and mathematical model of the system of
equations under consideration. Results for the case study indicate that the model can predict the
fate and transport of oil spills in the sea with reasonable accuracy over a relatively short period
of time.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

An oil slick is the release of a liquid petroleum hydrocarbon into nature, in light of
human activity, and is a kind of environmental pollutant. The term is regularly associated with
marine oil slicks, where oil is released into the ocean or shoreline waters, yet spills may in like
manner happen aground. Oil slicks are brought on by entries of grungy petroleum from tankers,
toward the ocean stages, entering mechanical assemblies and wells, and moreover spills of
refined petroleum things, (for instance, gas, diesel) and their by-things, heavier invigorates used
by broad boats, for instance, fortress fuel, or the spill of any smooth oil waste. (Al-Rabeh,
Cekirge, & Gunay, 1989).
The main biogeochemical processes that affect the fates of an oil spill adrift are
spreading, evaporation, dispersion, emulsification and sedimentation. Biodegradation might be
plays a significant role in broke down and scattered oil, persevering after months and even years
after the spillage. These procedures are comprehended with various levels of certainty and they
can be depicted by scientific models in part construct and adjusted in light of exact results
(Sebastiao & Soares, 1998).
Petroleum products that enter the marine environment have unambiguous impacts, as per
their synthesis, fixation and the components in the environment that are thought about. Oil slicks
can have repellent results for society; financially, and socially. Oil slick incidents have begun
genuine media thought and political chaos, joining various in a political fight concerning
government response to oil slicks and what exercises can best keep them from happening
(Broekema, 2015). Despite significant improvement in the national and worldwide methodology
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on dealing with oil slicks in late decades, a significant quantity of oil slicks still reach the
coastline and affect the marine environment.
Oil slicks go into the structure of the plumage of winged creatures and the bioaccumulates in many marine biological species (e.g. fish, shells), decreasing its securing limit,
and making them more vulnerable against temperature changes and extensively less light in the
water. Cleanup and recovery from an oil slick is troublesome and depends on various
components, including the sort of oil spilled, the temperature of the water (affecting dispersal
and biodegradation), and the sorts of shorelines and shorelines included (Holleman, 2014). Spills
may take weeks, months or even years to clear up (NOAA, 2010).
Because of extended urbanization, industrialization, oil generation and transportation in
the course of recent decades, the perils of oil contamination have expanded essentially. Marine
oil spills seriously affect the marine ecosystem. The antagonistic impacts of spilling oil in water
have centered consideration on the conduct of oil spills. In the course of recent years, significant
examination has been coordinated toward the improvement of numerical models to portray the
conduct and last result of toxins, for example, oil and oil components. Such research has been
persuaded basically by the commonsense thought that a fruitful model would be of high quality
in selecting areas for the arrangement of control and gathering frameworks to moderate the
impacts of the toxin on the earth. As a rule, physical, synthetic, and natural procedures can
influence the vehicle of spilled oil (Al-Rabeh, Cekirge, & Gunay, 1989).
A mathematical model is an abstract model that uses mathematical objects to describe the
behavior of a real life situation. Mathematical models can help us gain a better understanding of
specific process and explore the functional relationships. Also, they can allow us estimate the
quantitative behavior of the system. Mathematical models are an important component of the
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final set up of a dynamical system that could take a conceptual, graphical, numerical, or
analytical form. It can be used in many different fields such as engineering, biology…etc.
(Carrejo & Marshall, 2007).
The primary purpose of this thesis is to develop a mathematical model that describes the
behavior, changes and final physical characteristic of oil pollutants in marine environments. The
model included the following oil spill physical characterization: evaporation, spreading,
emulsification, loss of volume, and viscosity.
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BACKGROUND
At the point when the oil is spilled into the ocean, it experiences various chemical and
physical changes, some of which lead to remove it from the ocean surface, while others cause it
to further chemical alteration. The last condition of spilled oil in the marine environment
fluctuates relying upon many factors, like the amount spilled, the oil's physical and chemical
qualities, and the predominant climatic and ocean conditions. Oil and water don't mix since
water molecules are more pulled into each other than oil particles. In the course of the most
recent 40 years, various oil spills have caught the consideration in the world (ITOPF, 2011).
Crude petroleum and refined fuel spills from tanker ship setbacks have caused many
fragile natural region in the world, like Gold nation, the Sound of Mexico, the Galapagos Islands,
France, and better places on the planet. The measure of oil spilled in the midst of setbacks has
gone from a few hundred metric-tons to a couple of hundred thousand metric-tons; for example:
Deepwater Horizon Oil slick (560 – 585 tonnes), Atlantic Sovereign (287 tonnes), Amoco Cadiz
(223 tonnes) (Biello, 2015). Volume is a limited gage of damage or impact. More spills have
adequately shown to enormously influence organic frameworks, for instance, the Exxon Valdez
oil slick because of the remoteness of the site or the inconvenience of an emergency regular
response.
Oil slicks floating are by large are generously more hurting than those aground, since
they can spread for some nautical miles in a slim oil spill, which can cover shorelines with a
wobbly covering of oil. These can kill seabirds, warm blooded animals, shellfish and diverse life
shapes (OMICS International, 2014). Oil slicks aground are more instantly containable if an
extemporized earth dam can be immediately bulldozed around the spill site before most of the oil
escapes, and land animals can avoid the oil.
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Estimates for the measure of oil blazed in the Kuwaiti oil flames in 1991 is 136,000
metric-tons. Somewhere around 605 and 732 wells were set burning, while numerous others
were seriously harmed and spouted uncontrolled for a while. Oil spilled from subverted fields in
Kuwait lakes amid the 1991 Persian Inlet War extended from 3,409-6,818 metric-tons. Gauges
for the Bay War oil spill reach from 818 - 1,091 metric-tons. This sum just incorporates oil
released straightforwardly into the Persian Inlet by the withdrawing Iraqi powers from January
19 to 28, 1991 (OMICS International, 2014).
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CHAPTER II: REVIEW OF LITERATURE

There are many studies that addressed the issue of oil spill and its impact on marine
ecology. Mathematical modeling is an important tool for assessing the impact of oil spell on the
coastal life and environment.
Sohpal and Singh (2012) concluded a study of modeling and simulating oil spill in
marine. They employed a system of five ordinary differential equations to model the study
spreading mechanism, evaporation, volume, dispersion into the water column and changes in
viscosity after an oil spill. These processes are interdependent on each other and form a coupled
ordinary differential equations (ODE) system. The system was solved using polymath software.
Authors concluded that the evaporative and water content curve show good match with real life
data, but the initial rate of water incorporation and wind speed simulated results deviated from
experimental result. In case of viscosity, Sohpal and Singh (2012) indicated “a fair agreement
was found between the model and the experimental data, but an overestimation is predicted
during most of the spill”.
Psaltaki and Markatos (2005) proposed a model that integrated several of the physical
processes due to the necessity of providing the condition of each simulation (oil density, depth,
oil volume, viscosity, and oil-water surface). The model governs the initial state of an oil spill in
a marine environment by covering the wave field, the wide-range of circulation and the
processes. Thus, the need for the model to be connected with other models such as general
circulation models will not be required to produce an accurate simulation of the behavior of the
oil spill in the marine environment. The simulation outcome of the area close to the coastal
regions has implied that the dissemination of oil turbulence has covered a large area and that
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coverage reached nearly the coast. Also it was away in depth from the nearby islands. These
outcomes and results are in accordance with the observed interpretations of turbulence dispersion
and diffusion, which indicates that both follow an identical trend. In addition, the capability of
the model has shown that it can handle the special conditions of the final state of the oil spill and
provide an accurate simulation.
Aghajanloo et al. (2011) introduced a numerical hydrodynamic model to simulate the
tidal currents in Persian/Arabian Gulf. In their article, another technique was used and called the
time splitting. The idea is to use separate methods for every period of time. Indeed, these models
were implemented in diverse environments ranging from simple to complex geometry. The
results of these models were compared in order to guarantee the accuracy of outcomes. The
outcomes of these models were compared with real data in Assaluyeh port. This comparison
displayed the high level of predictability of this model simulation.
Ao-leong et al. (2012) numerical and analytical work has revealed the dissemination of
oil followed a Gaussian distribution, while that oil was persisting to be primarily at the main
source of the spill and it was spreading out after 150 days inside a 2m2 area. Nevertheless, this
basic model was not getting the actual dimension of the BP Oil Spill, representing that
dissemination only was not sufficient in order to promote the spreading of oil in water. However,
in order to obtain the actual model of the oil spill, it needed to take into consideration other
reactions and forces. Ao-leong et al. (2012) suggested that any future work should include a
term, which correspond to the Gulf water current, a term that corresponds to what happen
between oil and water. The consideration of all above factors would generate the most
reasonable model of an oil spill, which could be used in forecasting the magnitude of an oil spill
and help in developing a plan of action.
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Complex Processes of Oil Transformation
In the marine environment, the complex change of oil starts from the seconds of oil's
contact with seawater. The development, length, and delayed consequence of these progressions
depend on upon the chemical and physical properties of the oil, parameters of the real oil slick,
and normal conditions. Like an intoxicated living structure, a marine natural framework beats,
metabolizes, and stores the excessive measures of hydrocarbons, transforming them into more
fundamental and more refractory substances. The fate of oil spill will be physical transport
dissemination, breaking down, emulsification, sedimentation and biodegradation (Williams &
Odokuma, 2014).
Physical Transport
In the midst of the underlying few days after the spill, a significant portion of oil escapes
into the volatile phase. Other than odd parts, the spill rapidly loses water-dissolvable
hydrocarbons leaving the more thick parcels moderate down the smooth spreading.
Meteorological and hydrological figures have shown that there are other changes occur depend
essentially on wind speed, waves, and streams. An oil spill conventionally coasts in the same
course as the wind. While the smooth reduces, especially after the essential thickness of around
0.1 mm, it separates into confined areas that spread over greater and more far away ranges.
Storms and turbulence speed up the dissipating of the smooth and its areas. A broad bit of oil
dissipates in the water as fine globules that can be transported over tremendous divisions a long
way from the spot of the spill (Williams & Odokuma, 2014).
Evaporation
It happens when the lighter materials evaporate from the oil blend and leave the surface
water. This procedure deserts the heavier materials which may sink to the sea floor or may
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experience further weathering. For instance, spills of lighter refined petroleum-based items such
as lamp oil and fuel contain a high extent of combustible parts known as light finishes. These
may dissipate totally inside a couple of hours, in this manner decreasing the dangerous impacts
to the earth. Heavier oils viscous buildup, leave more thickness, which may have genuine
physical and compound effects on the earth. Wind speed, waves, and streams increment both
dissipation and common scattering (Williams & Odokuma, 2014).
It is the most imperative mass misfortune process in a petroleum spill. For instance: a
light petroleum can be dissipated up to 75%, a medium up to 40% and a hurling up to 10%, in
the primary days; thus, it is incorporated into the most models (Fabian, Arturo, & Alejandro,
2005).
Dissolution
Most oil segments are water- soluble to a specific degree, particularly low molecular
weight aliphatic compounds and fragrant hydrocarbons. Polar mixes framed as an aftereffect of
oxidation of some oil divisions in the oceanic environment additionally break up in seawater.
Contrasted and vanishing, disintegration takes additional time. Physicochemical and
hydrodynamic conditions in the surface waters firmly influence the rate of the procedure
(Williams & Odokuma, 2014).
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Emulsification
Oil emulsification in the marine environment depends, above all else, on oil organization
and the turbulent administration of the water mass. The most stable emulsions, for example,
water-in-oil contain from 30% to 80% water. They typically show up after solid tempests in the
zones of spills of substantial oils with an expanded substance of nonvolatile portions
(particularly asphaltenes). They can exist in the marine environment for more than 100 days as
unconventional "chocolate mousses" (Williams & Odokuma, 2014, p.142). Steadiness of these
emulsions as a rule increments with diminishing temperature. The opposite emulsions, for
example, oil-in-water (beads of oil suspended in water), are a great deal less steady since surface
pressure constrains rapidly diminish the scattering of oil. This procedure can be impeded with
the assistance of emulsifiers - surface-dynamic substances with solid hydrophilic properties used
to dispose of oil spills. Emulsifiers balance out oil emulsions and elevate scattering oil to shape
minuscule (imperceptible) beads. This quickens the deterioration of oil items in the water section
(Williams & Odokuma, 2014).
Sedimentation
Around 10-30% of oil is adsorbed on the suspended material and saved to the base. This
for the most part happens in the limited waterfront zone and shallow waters where particulates
are rich and water is subjected to extraordinary blending. In more profound zones remote from
the shore, sedimentation of oil (aside from the overwhelming portions) is an amazingly moderate
procedure (Williams & Odokuma, 2014).
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Biodegradation
The destiny of most petroleum substances in a sea-going environment is at last
characterized by their change and corruption because of microbial movement. Around a hundred
known types of microbes and organisms can utilize oil segments to support their development
and digestion system (Williams & Odokuma, 2014).
Spilled oil is liable to different characteristic lessening forms, including, for instance,
blending, weakening, transport through shift in weather conditions with the ocean water streams,
disintegration, vanishing, and biodegradation (Mezic et al., 2010). Among these, biodegradation
can assume a noteworthy part in at last changing the spilled oil. In marine situations, numerous
oil degrading microorganisms can utilize oil as their electron and carbon source and as their
electron acceptor to at last oxidized oil to carbon dioxide. With documentation that spilled oil
can happen in minor beads in profound water and that normal biodegradation can to be sure
happen, it is basic to gauge how quick oil drops can be biodegraded. Oil when all is said in done
an unpredictable blend of different natural mixes, including anchored and sweet-smelling
hydrocarbons, which can vary altogether in their biodegradation energy. What's more, the
biodegradation energy can likewise be influenced by the underlying oil focus, the plenitude of oil
degrading microorganism, and the accessibility of the oil-water interface. It has been accounted
for that the more prominent the oil-water interface, the quicker the oil degradation by
microorganisms (Macnaughton et al. 2003). In that capacity, their size dispersion can assume a
basic part in deciding the biodegradation energy of oil spills (Vilcaez et al.2013).
a. Biological Process
Various microorganisms have the enzymatic capacity to utilize petroleum hydrocarbons. For
example, a couple of microorganisms degrade alkanes, others degrade aromatics, and others
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degrade both paraffinic and sweet-noticing hydrocarbons. Every now and then, a mixture of
C10-C26 alkanes are observed as the most immediately defiled, however low-molecular weight
aromatics, for instance, benzene, toluene and xylene, which are among the hazardous blends
found in petroleum, are in like manner speedily biodegraded by various marine microorganisms.
More complex structures are more impenetrable to biodegradation, inferring that less
microorganisms can degenerate those structures and the rates of biodegradation are lower than
biodegradation rates of the less unpredictable hydrocarbon structures found in petroleum. The
bigger the multifaceted way of the hydrocarbon structure, i.e., the higher the amount of methyl
extended substituents or thick aromatic rings, the slower the rates of biodegradation (Atlas,
1995).
b. Degrading Species
The biodegradation of petroleum in the marine environment is done to a great extent by
different bacterial consortium, including different Pseudomonas species. The hydrocarbonbiodegrading populaces are broadly appropriated on the planet's seas; reviews of marine
microscopic organisms show that hydrocarbon-degrading microorganisms are pervasively
disseminated in the marine environment. In perfect situations, the hydrocarbon-degradation
microscopic organisms include < 1% of the aggregate bacterial consortium. These microbes
probably use hydrocarbons that are normally delivered by plants, and other living life forms.
They additionally use different substrates, for example, sugars and proteins. At the point when a
ecosystem is polluted with petroleum, the abundance of hydrocarbon-degrading microorganisms
increases quickly. Specifically, in marine situations that impacted with hydrocarbons, there is an
expansion in the extent of bacterial populaces with plasmids containing qualities for hydrocarbon
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usage. The abundance of hydrocarbon degrading bacterial consortiums in hydrocarbon-polluted
marine ecosystems regularly exceeds 10% of the aggregate bacterial population (Atlas, 1995).
c. Chemical Process
The major metabolic pathways for hydrocarbon biodegradation are unquestionably caught
on. The basic steps in the biodegradation of hydrocarbons by microorganisms and developments
incorporate the oxidation of the substrate by oxygen, for which molecular oxygen is required.
Alkanes are thusly changed over to carboxylic acids that are further biodegraded through ßoxidation (the central metabolic pathway for the utilization of unsaturated fats from lipids, which
results in game plan of acidic corrosive induction which enters the tricarboxylic destructive
cycle). Sweet-noticing hydrocarbon rings overall are hydroxylated to edge diols; the rings are
then cut with the improvement of catechols which are thusly corrupted to intermediates of the
tricarboxylic acid cycle. Oddly, parasites and microorganisms structure intermediates with
differentiating stereochemistries. Developments, like mammalian impetus systems, structure
trans-diols, while microorganisms frequently shape cis-diols (various trans-diols are solid disease
bringing about specialists however cis-diols are not naturally progressive). Since infinitesimal
living beings are the predominant hydrocarbon degraders in the marine environment, the
biodegradation of aromatic hydrocarbons results in detoxification and does not convey potential
tumor bringing on operators. The complete biodegradation (mineralization) of hydrocarbons
conveys the non-deadly completed things carbon dioxide and water, furthermore cell biomass,
(as it were, protein) which can be safely consumed into the sustenance web (Atlas, 1995).
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Table 1: Oxidation reactions of hydrocarbon compounds without including microbial growth

Note. Tables is adapted from “A new model for the biodegradation kinetics of oil droplets:
application to the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico,” by J. Vilcáez, L. Li, and
S. Hubbard, 2013, Geochemical Transactions, 14, p. 4.
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Oil Spill Modeling
All models try to portray the key physical and organic forms that transport the oil on and
in the ocean. Current bits of knowledge into the systems of these procedures and the accessibility
of calculations for depicting and foreseeing process rates are talked about. Advances are noted in
the territories of shift in weather conditions, spreading, vanishing, scattering, emulsification, and
connections with ice and shorelines. Learning of the relationship between oil properties, and oil
weathering and fate, and the improvement of models for the assessment of oil slick reaction
methodologies are condensed. Particular models are utilized as cases where proper. Future
bearings in these and different regions are demonstrated (Reed et al., 1999).
Two models that contain the same calculations may give very diverse results from the
same information. Usage is basic to calculation execution. Besides, execution of one calculation
will be influenced by execution of different calculations in the model, an unmistakable case
being the connections among spreading, dissipation, emulsification and common scattering
(Reed et al., 1999).
There are many high caliper models used in the analysis of oil spills. Some are (Oil and
Chemical Spill Response Tools, 2016):
1. GNOME (General NOAA Operational Modeling Environment) is the model utilized by
the Workplace of Reaction and Reclamation's (OR&R) Crisis Reaction Division. This
model is utilized to anticipate the conceivable course, or direction, a toxin may follow in
or on a waterway, for example, in an oil slick.
2. ADIOS is an oil slick reaction instrument that models how distinctive sorts of oil climate
in the marine environment.
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3. GOODS is an online instrument that helps GNOME clients access base maps and openly
accessible sea streams and winds from different models and information sources, and
change them over Gnome suitable format.
4

Trajectory Analysis Planner
Contingency planners utilize the software product, TAP, to ensure locales against likely
oil slicks.

4. Gulf of Mexico ERMA
Gulf of Mexico ERMA coordinates key data to bolster natural and extreme climate
reactions in the Bay of Mexico.
6. Spill Tools™ is an arrangement of free projects intended for oil slick organizers and
responders, which you can download and utilize.
7. Chemical Aquatic Fate and Effects (CAFE) Database
The CAFE database is a product program that helps responders evaluate ecological
effects to organic species from compound or oil slicks into oceanic situations.
8. Dispersant Mission Planner (DMP2)
DMP2 is a device that spill responders and organizers can utilize to evaluate dispersant
application framework execution.
9. NUCOS: Unit Converter for Spill Responders
This unit converter was intended for oil slick responders yet ought to be helpful to
numerous others.
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10. Selection Guide for Oil Spill Response Countermeasures
The online Selection Guide for Oil Spill Response Countermeasures is an intelligent
instrument that gives oil slick responders the way to assess all the more rapidly and
effortlessly less commonplace reaction choices for potential use amid a spill.
11. Electronic Incident Command System (ICS) Forms
ICS forms are utilized by individuals reacting to different crises. We offer a free ICS
shapes database (and an adjustable variant) that permits you to alter, oversee, and file the
ICS frames on your PC.
Even with these good models, there is always room for further research.
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY

Introduction
The oil spill modelling from research centers and pilot spills are smaller in sizes than real
unintentional spills. Past studies demonstrated that calculations utilized as a part of spill models
are regularly entirely clear and attempt to get just the joined conduct of the oil slick and
overlooking better scale forms. The vehicle and destiny of spilled oil in the ocean water control
by physical and bio-chemical processes. Scientific demonstrating for destiny of oil spill depends
on spreading component, dissipation, emulsification, scattering of raw petroleum.
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Method
An attempt to replicate the oil spill model detailed in the article "Biodegradation: Study
of modelling and simulative of oil spill in marine" (Sohpal & Singh, 2012) was unsuccessful.
This model generated limited output. It included five ordinary differential equations of five
variables: evaporation rate, spreading of oil spill in water (area), fractional water content
(emulsification), loss of volume for oil spill, and viscosity of oil spill.

Model’s Auxiliary Equations (Sohpal & Singh, 2012)

After extensive literature review, the equations for evaporation (Fe) and emulsification
(Y) were solved analytically and incorporated into the equations for loss of volume (V) for oil
spill and viscosity (µ) of oil spill. This action was motivated by the idea of reducing the original
system (Sohpal and Singh) from five rigid equations to three friendly equations. In addition, a
term (biodegradation kinetics) was added to the volume equation to reflect the mechanisms that
govern the fate of an oil slick at sea. The resulting new model, which includes three ODEs was
solved numerically using MATLAB.
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Solving evaporation rate and fractional water content (emulsification) analytically:
We solve the following initial value problems (1) and (2)

(1)
dFe(0) = dFe0
Where b = Ke ea
a = 10.6(1 − T/T1)

(2)
Y (0) = Y0
Where b = 2(10)−6 (W + 1)2
to find Fe and Y as in equations (3) and (4) below:

(3)
(4)
Then, we find
and

and

in a differential form that doesn’t include (Fe) and (Y) to be used in

equations of the original system (Sohpal and Singh) as in equations (5) and (6)

below:

(5)

(6)
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In order to make the right hand side of equations (1) and (2) more friendly user in the
new system of equations in phase 2 of our work, we found evaporation rate
water content

and fractional

:

(5)
(6)
Where a = 2(10)−6 (1 + W)2
P

The oil density.

C = 1158.9 API−1.1435 Crude oils
API Crude oil of depend the source of reservoir

Environmental conditions are described by:
Ke = Km A Vm (R T V0)
Where:
Km = 0.009 W The mass transfer coefficient km/h
A

Spill area m2

Vm Molar volume m3/mol
R = 82.06 (10−6 ) Gas constant m3
T Initial boiling temperature K
V0 Initial spill volume
W The wind speed km/h
C3 = 0.7 Crude oils and heavy fuels.
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New Model
Under environmental conditions all processes occur at the same time. In order to simulate
these processes simultaneously, the system of differential equations (7) to (9) below is utilized
and solved numerically. These equations describe area growth, volume lost, and increase in
viscosity, respectively.

(7)
(8)
(9)
Next, we would like to give the physical interpretation of each term in the system of equations
(7)-(9) above.
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Spreading of oil spill in water (area)

(7)

Equation (7) is used to model the process of oil spreading. It expresses the rate of change
of surface area based on the gravity-viscous formulation of Fay (1969) and Hoult (1972) as
modified by Mackay et al. (1980), the most widely used spreading model for calm water.
Spreading of Oil spill in water m2/h
K2 Constant with default value of 540 h−1
t

Time h

A Area of slick m2
V Volume of spill m3
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Figure 1: Spreading of oil spill in water (area)

As shown on Figure 1, surface area spreading of oil spill in water increased over time as
depicted by our model and treats area as a function of time at sea. When oil is spilled, it begins
to spread out once again the ocean surface, at first as a solitary spill. Spreading diminishes the
mass amount of oil present in the region of the spill however expands the spatial zone over
which antagonistic impacts may happen.
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Loss of volume for oil spill

(8)

A volume balance is made in equation (8) which accounts for the volume lost by
evaporation, dispersion into the water column and biodegradation. The last term represents the
breakdown of hydrocarbons in the environment which is biodegradation. The fraction of sea
surface oil dispersed into the water column is simply calculated as a lost fraction of surface oil
per hour given by Mackay et al. (1980):
D = Da Db
Where Da is the fraction of sea surface oil dispersed per hour, and Db is the fraction of
dispersed oil not returning to surface are expressed by Mackay et al. (1980):
Da = 0.11(W + 1)2
Db = (1 + 50 µ0.5 p st)−1

Where
p The slick thickness cm
st The oil water interracial tension dyne/cm−1
µ The oil viscosity cp
W The wind speed km/h
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Environmental conditions are described by:
Ke = Km A Vm / (R T V0)
Where:
Km = 0.009 W The mass transfer coefficient km/h
A Spill area m2
Vm Molar volume m3/mol = (Mw ) / (P 106 )
Mw

The oil molecular weight

P The oil density
R = 82.06 (10−6 ) Gas constant m3
V0 Initial spill volume m3
T

Initial boiling temperature K

C = 1158.9 API−1.1435 Crude oils
API Crude oil of depend the source of reservoir
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The New Term (Biodegradation):
A unique feature of equation (8) is the addition of a term that represents the breakdown of
hydrocarbons in the environment (biodegradation).

Derivatization the new term.
We converted the oil droplet diameter (10) to volume as in equation (11) below.

(10)1

(11)
Where
(The bacterial concentration)
Ks = ΣXi Ks,i The half saturation constant g − oil/m3
The maximum rate coefficient h−1
The microbial biomass produced per mass of hydrocarbon compound
biodegraded g − cell/g − oil
Coil = 1500

The total oil concentration mg/L
The concentration of microbes at the oil droplet surface g ml−1

B The concentration of microbes in the bulk fluid cells/L
Poil Oil density.
ds Mean droplet diameter.

1

Note. Adapted from “A new model for the biodegradation kinetics of oil droplets: application to
the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico,” by J. Vilcáez, L. Li, and S. Hubbard,
2013, Geochemical Transactions, 14, p. 4.
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Oil biodegradation reactions
Oil is made out of a broad mixture of numerous compounds. The estimation of
biodegradation rates of the spilled oil requires information on the stoichiometric coefficients, for
instance, the mass of biodegraded hydrocarbon blends per oxygen exhausted and the microbial
biomass conveyed per mass of hydrocarbon compound biodegraded for individual or gettogether of hydrocarbon. Estimations of the microbial biomass delivered per mass of
hydrocarbon compound biodegraded have been likely chosen for various hydrocarbon blends. To
unequivocally display likewise the measure of oxygen expended, estimations of the mass of
biodegraded hydrocarbon compounds per oxygen consumed were computed taking into account
the rule of energetics and substrate parcel into vitality creation and cell union. With the general
essential piece of microscopic organisms spoke to by the recipe C5H7O2N, the half-response of
cell union can be composed as takes after (Vilcáez, Li, & Hubbard, 2013):

(12)
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Table 2: Kinetic parameters for representative hydrocarbon compounds

Note. The tables is adapted from “A new model for the biodegradation kinetics of oil droplets:
application to the Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico,” by J. Vilcáez, L. Li, and S.
Hubbard, 2013, Geochemical Transactions, 14, p. 3.
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Figure 2 : Loss of volume for oil spill

According to Figure 2, the Loss of volume for oil spill decreased rapidly until 1,000
hours and then begins to level off. The loss of volume correction depends on the three important
factors: evaporation, dispersion into water column and biodegradation.
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Viscosity of oil spill

(9)
The viscosity change of oil spill is studied as the sum of the change due to mass loss by
evaporation and change on viscosity due to water content. These two processes are computed by
equation (9).
Where
t

The time h

C4 The values oil varies between 1 and 10 depends upon source
C3 = 0.7

Crude oils and heavy fuels

a = (2 ∗ 10−6) (1 + W)2 Constant

Figure 3: Viscosity of oil spill

The increase in viscosity is due to evaporation and emulsification (Figure 3).
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CHAPTER IV: RESULTS

The new model was tested to observe how it behaves under different values of API
gravity with fixed wind speed and under different wind speeds with fixed API gravity. First,
different API gravities were simulated.

The American Petroleum Institute ("API gravity," n.d.):
The American Petroleum Establishment (API) is the major Joined States trade
relationship for the oil and trademark gas industry. API addresses around 400 endeavors in the
petroleum business and sets measures for creation, refinement, and scattering of petroleum items.
A champion amongst the most basic gages that the API has set is the system used for measuring
the thickness of petroleum. This standard is known as the API gravity.

Specific gravity is an extent of the thickness of one substance to the thickness of a
reference substance, ordinarily water. The API gravity is only the standard specific gravity used
by the oil business, which takes a gander at the thickness of oil contrasted with their thickness
with insurance consistency in estimation. Less thick oil or "light oil" is attractive over all the
thicker oil as it contains more vital measures of hydrocarbons that can be changed over to fuel.

API gravity is figured utilizing the particular gravity of oil, which is simply the thickness
of the oil/thickness of water. Specific gravity for API computations is constantly decided at 60
degrees Fahrenheit. API gravity is computed as follows:

(13)
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Specific Gravity (Engineers Edge, 2016):
Specific Gravity (SG) is a dimensionless unit described as the rate of the density of a
substance to the density of water-at a specified temperature, and can be expressed
mathematically as:

(14)

Where
SG Specific Gravity of the substance
ρsubstance Density of the fluid or substance (kg/m3)
ρH2O Density of water-normally at temperature 4oC (kg/m3)

The following four different API were investigated in this study:

Table 3: Sample of worldwide crude oil
Reservoir

Area

Country

API

Boscan

Zulia

Venezuela

9.5

Naranjos

Mexico

21.6

Dammam

Saudi Arabia

34.9

N’Kossa

Republic of Congo

46.5

Note. Adapted from “Crude oil characterization,” by SPA International, 2015.
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Figure 4: Spreading of oil spill in water (Area) under different values of API gravity with fixed
wind speed (W=5).

Figure 5: Loss of valume for oil spill under different values of API gravity with fixed wind speed
(W=5).
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Figure 6: Viscosity of oil spill under different values of API gravity with fixed wind speed (W=5).

It is clear from Figures 4-6 that the area increase and volume decrease of oil slick over
time didn’t significantly change by varying API value. However, oil slick viscosity increase over
time did change dramatically as we increase the API value.
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Wind Speed:
The second simulation used different values of wind speed and observed area, volume,
and viscosity values over time. Also, the effect of wind speed on the movement of the oil slick
was observed. Wind speed is one of the most general environmental factors affecting oil spill
weathering. It is a very important parameter that determine the fate of oil spill in water under
physiochemical processes especially in area growth; volume lost; and increase of viscosity. As
displayed in Figures 7-9, the fastest increase in area, slowest decrease in volume, and slowest
increase of viscosity occurred at low wind speeds. On the other hand,

the slowest increase in

area, fasted decrease in volume, and fastest increase of viscosity took place under high wind
speeds.

Figure 7: Spreading of oil spill in water (Area) under different values of wind speeds with fixed
API gravity (API=9.5).
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Figure 8: Loss of valume for oil spill under different values of wind speeds with fixed API gravity
(API=9.5).

Figure 9: Viscosity of oil spill under different values of wind speeds with fixed API gravity
(API=9.5).
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Figure 10: Spreading of oil spill in water (Area) under different values of wind speeds with fixed
API gravity (API=46.5).

Figure 11: Loss of valume for oil spill under different values of wind speeds with fixed API gravity
(API=46.5).
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Figure 12: Viscosity of oil spill under different values of wind speeds with fixed API gravity
(API=46.5).

The behavior of area and volume of oil slick did not change by varying API while
changing wind speed. However, viscosity showed a slower trend by varying API while changing
wind speed.
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Comparison of results from the two models:

Figure 13: Spreading of oil spill in water (Area) from the two models with the same values of API
gravity and wind speed (API=21.6, W=5).

Figure 14: Loss of valume for oil spill from the two models with the same values of API gravity and
wind speed (API=21.6, W=5).
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Figure 15: Viscosity of oil spill from the two models with the same values of API gravity and wind
speed (API=21.6, W=5).

For the same data, our model showed a more conservative behavior in a term of viscosity
increase compared to Sophal and Singh’s model. On the other hand, our model experienced the
faster volume decrease which leads to slower area increase compared to Sophal and Singh’s
model. These variation are due to the negative impact of the addition of the Biodegradation term
to the right hand side of the volume rate equation.
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION

Numerical models can anticipate the advancement and conduct of oil spilled adrift, freely
of the air conditions. In preventive terms, these models could even speak to the main technique
for arranging and execution of means for battling contamination adrift. The computational model
portrayed here depends on an Eulerian surface oil spill transport model, and on traditional exact
definitions for spreading and weathering forms. It is turned out to be useful for demonstrating oil
slick mischances in untamed sea territories. Some generally connected expressions for oil slick
attributes (vanishing misfortune, vertical scattering, emulsification, volume and region)
demonstrated its appropriateness for displaying oil slicks. It was appeared, that the wind
compelling is the primary supporter for the surface transport of the poison oil mass. Moreover,
wind qualities (speed and course) should be legitimately recorded or expected (Carmo, Pinho, &
Vieira, 2010).
Sohpal and Singh (2012) showed plots for the evaporative and water content that
demonstrate great model expectations, yet the underlying rate of water consolidation, variety in
environment conditions, especially wind speed, went stray from test results in the field. For the
occurrence of thickness, a reasonable understanding of the model and the trial information is
needed. This is most likely because of the consistency condition which incorporates the impact
of both dissipation and emulsification in the count for thickness. Thus it can be inferred that the
calculation produces useful results albeit more exploratory information are still required for a
superior acceptance.
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On the other hand, our model predicts the degree of area increase as a function of time in
a more reasonable fashion. When oil is spilled, it begins to spread out over the ocean surface, at
first as a solitary smooth. Spreading decreases the mass amount of oil present in the region of the
spill however builds the surface region over which unfriendly impacts may happen. The loss of
volume of oil spill decreased rapidly for the first 1,000 hours and then begins to level off. The
decrease in oil slick volume is due to three important factors namely the evaporated fraction,
dispersion into water column and the biodegradation term. Also, viscosity correction depends on
two important factors: the water content of oil and the evaporated fraction. The increase in
viscosity is due to evaporation and emulsification.
Over all, our model confirmed the area increase and viscosity increase of oil slick in other
models of the field including Sophal and Singh’s model. In addition, our model corrected volume
decrease in connection to the area increase over time via adding Biodegradation term to the right
hand side of the volume rate equation.
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CHAPTER VI: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An oil spill is the discharge of a fluid petroleum hydrocarbon into nature, particularly
marine territories, because of human action. Oil physical characteristics transformation in the
marine environment creates complex biochemical processes that begin developing from the
initial interaction between oil and sea water. The fundamental qualities of oil change at the initial
direct interaction are the physical, chemical and biological disappearance of dispersion.
The fundamental systems that administer the destiny of an oil spill adrift are spreading,
evaporation, dispersion, emulsification and sedimentation. Biodegradation might be a definitive
destiny of a significant part of the broke down and scattered oil, persevering after months and
even years after the spillage (Sebastiao & Soares, 1998).
This thesis explored the main characteristics of the spilled oil by examining changes in its
physical properties that occur after the oil spill. The primary purpose of the thesis was to develop
a mathematical model to describe the behavior and final outcome of pollutants such as oil and oil
products in marine environments. The model included the following oil spill components:
evaporation, spreading, emulsification, loss of volume, and viscosity.
Sohpal and Singh (2012) concluded a study of modeling and simulative of oil spill in
marine. Sohpal and Singh employed a system five ordinary differential equations model to study
spreading mechanism, evaporation, volume, dispersion into the water column and changes in
viscosity after an oil spill. They concluded that the evaporative and water content curve show
good match with real life data, but the initial rate of water incorporation and wind speed
simulated results that deviated from experimental result.
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An attempt to replicate the oil spill model detailed in the article "Biodegradation: Study
of modelling and simulative of oil spill in marine" (Sohpal & Singh, 2012) was unsuccessful.
This model generated limited output. After extensive literature review, the equations for
evaporation rate and emulsification were solved analytically and incorporated into the equations
for loss of volume for oil spill and viscosity of oil spill. The equation for area was left
unchanged.
This new model included three ordinary differential equations. In addition, a term
(biodegradation kinetics) was added to the volume equation to reflect the mechanisms that
govern the fate of an oil slick at sea. These equations modelled the growth of area, volume loss
and viscosity. The new model performed well under different values of API gravity with fixed
wind speed and under different wind speeds with fixed API gravity.
Limitations
Numerical models are characteristically ready to anticipate the development and conduct
of oil spilled adrift, paying little attention to the climatic conditions, subsequently the limitless
enthusiasm for them. The most recent data advancements have given us new apparatuses and
distinctive techniques in the field of natural administration that are prepared to do productively
handling the immense amount of data expected to bolster coincidental hydrocarbon spill
administration. However, numerical models should be used with care, as they have weaknesses.
In coastal areas the use of the wind characteristics only is not sufficient for oil spill fate
prediction, as the general circulation is constrained by the coastline and not directly related to
wind direction.
Also, the effect of using depth averaged currents instead of surface currents is an important topic
that should be addressed (Carmo et al. 2010).
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Recommendation for Future Research
Our model will be useful for surveying differing remediation systems after spill under
marine circumstances and for predicting the arranging and presentation threat of related spills.
This work gives the reason to future exploratory work to evaluate the model and demonstrate its
utility. This and different models can be joined into responsive transport models to evaluate the
vehicle and predetermination of spilled oil in both split up and oil globule structure. A trademark
next step is to couple stream and transport frames with solidified biodegradation of split up and
scattered oil globules to unequivocally reenact the advancement of oil creation over the long run
to all what happens after the oil spill. This kind of reenactments should be done on case by case
builds using field data as for the piece of split up and oil globules, oil drop size spread, and
starting oil adulterating microbial obsessions (Vilcaez et al. 2013). For data, our model will be
useful for comparing theoretical results with real spills data in the Gulf of Mexico, Arabian Gulf,
and N’kossa in the Republic of Congo. Also, it will be helpful using results of such a comparison
to adjust parameters and mathematical model of the system of equations under consideration.
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APPENDICES

MATLAB CODE:
%Matlab formatted problem
function dYfuncvecdt = ODEfun(t,Yfuncvec)
A = Yfuncvec(1);
V = Yfuncvec(2);
u = Yfuncvec(3);
%Constant with default value of 150(1/h)
K2 = 540;
%Crude oil of depend the source of reservoir
API = 46.5;
%Initial boiling temperature (K)
T = 542.6 - (30.275 * API) + 1.565 * API ^ 2 - (0.03439 * API ^
3) + 0.00026 * API ^ 4;
%Slick thickness (cm)
p = 2.5;
%Wind speed (km/h)
W = 5;
%Oil water interracial tension (dyne/cm-1)
st = 23.8;
%Auxiliary eqn No.2
C = 1158.9 * API ^ -1.1435;
%Fraction of sea surface oil dispersed per hour
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Da = 0.11 * (W + 1) ^ 2;
%Crude oils and heavy fuels
C3 = 0.7;
%values oil varies between 1 and 10 depends on source
C4 = 10;
%Volume of spill (m3)
V0 = 100000;
%Fraction of dispersed oil not returning to earth
Db = (1 + 50 * u ^ 0.5 * p * st) ^ -1;
%Spill diameter (m)
D = Da * Db;
%The mass transfer coefficient(km/h)
Km=0.009*W;
%Gas constant(m3)
R=82.06*10^-6;
%The oil molecular weight
Mw=100;
%Molar volume( m3/mol)
Vm=Mw/(p*10^6);
%Environmental conditions
Ke =Km*A*Vm/(R*T*V0);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% The microbial biomass produced per mass of hydrocarbon
compound biodegraded g - cell/g - oil
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Y2 = 0.5243;
%The Total Oil Concentration (mg/L)
C2 = 1500;
%The half saturation constant g - oil/m3
Ks = 2.9309;
%Oil density.
P = 0.7945;
%The concentration of microbes in the bulk fluid (cells/L)
B = 2000;
%Mean droplet diameter.
ds = .001;
%The concentration of microbes at the oil droplet surface( g
1/ml)
Bs = ( ( B * V ) / ( 6 * V0 ) ) * ds;
%The bacterial concentration
G = ( u * C2 * Bs ) / (P * Y2 * ( Ks + C2 ) ) ;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
a = 2 * 10 ^ -6 * (W + 1) ^ 2;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%

%Spreading of oil spill in water
dAdt = K2 * A ^ (1 / 3) * (V / A) ^ (4 / 3);
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%Loss of Volume for oil spill
dVdt = - V0 * (( P * Ke)/(P*C*Ke*t+1)) - D * V- 4.1887 *(G)^3;

%Viscosity of oil spill
dudt = C4 * u * (( P * Ke)/(P*C*Ke*t+1)) + 2.5 * u / ((1 - (C3 *
C3*(1-exp(-a*t/C3)))) ^ 2) * ( a * exp(-a*t/C3));

dYfuncvecdt = [dAdt; dVdt; dudt];
%
% Range for the independent variable
tspan = [0:6000];
% Initial values for the dependent variables
y0 = [1000000; 100000; 1.52];
[t,Yfuncvec] = ode45(@ODEfun, tspan, y0);
%
plot(t, Yfuncvec)
legend('A', 'V', 'u')
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